The Practice of Law in an AI WORLD

Friday, September 6, 2024
Loyola University School of Law | 25 E Pearson St.

Agenda (all times are CDT)

8:00 a.m. | Registration & Continental Breakfast
9:00 a.m. | Welcome and Overview
9:10–10:10 a.m. | What is AI and How Does It Work?
SPEAKER—
Kristian Hammond, Bill and Cathy Osborn Professor of Computer Science, Northwestern University, Evanston

10:15–11:15 a.m. | How is AI Being Used in Legal Practice Now?
PANELISTS—
James Lee, Founder and CEO, LegalMation, Los Angeles
Irina Matveeva, Chief of Data Science & AI, Reveal, Chicago
Evan Shenkman, Chief Knowledge & Innovation Officer, Fisher & Phillips LLP, New Jersey

11:15–11:30 p.m. | Break
11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. | The Ethical Concerns About the Use of AI in Legal Practice
SPEAKER—
Terri Garland, Vice President, and Senior Loss Prevention Counsel, ALAS, Chicago

12:30–1:45 p.m. | Lunch (provided)
1:45–2:45 p.m. | Breakout Sessions
Practical Advice for Using AI Ethically
SPEAKERS—
Terri Garland, ALAS
Sari Montgomery, Robinson, Stewart, Montgomery & Doppke, LLC, Chicago

What Will Remain the Role of Lawyers—What Can AI Not Do in Legal Practice?
PANELISTS—
Wendy Butler Curtis, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP
Brad Peterson, Mayer Brown, Chicago
Annie Datesh, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati

2:45–3:00 p.m. | Break
3:00–4:00 p.m. | What is AI and How Does It Work?
SPEAKER—
Kristian Hammond, Bill and Cathy Osborn Professor of Computer Science, Northwestern University, Evanston

3:00–4:00 p.m. | What Security and Privacy Concerns Should Practitioners Have in Using AI?
SPEAKERS—
Ivy Grey, Vice President of Strategy and Business Development, WordRake, Redmond, WA
Irina Matveeva, Reveal

4:00 p.m. | Reception